
Silicons, WD-40 and wet oils/grease and final finishes do NOT go together or play 
nicely....
this IS NOT a myth.
You don't need gobs of siliconized wax, silicone or wet oils/grease to contaminate 
the surface of your project.... Like they say, very, very little goes a loooong way 
for about forever!!!
why risk or take a chance screwing up your finish, your project, risk set backs 
and untold rework if alternatives are available that are much safer???
white lithium is a disaster waiting to happen across the board...
also wet lubes and WD (WD is NOT a lubricant) tend to collect all kinds of trash 
and make working things more difficult to operate... it also destroys bearings and 
motor internals...
REMEMBER - using oils, greases, or anything sticky in the shop (even where it 
won't or can't touch wood) is NOT recommended.... Those type products are dust
magnets and will cause grief later... Any lube on those parts must either be dry to
start with or must become dry to the touch after application.... 

run a quick test: 
Many people use WD-40 to help them remove rust from cast iron surfaces - until I
ran into the silicone problem and smartened up.... Now, apply some WD-40 to 
your table saw surface, work the surface well, as if you were removing a rusty 
spot. Then, clean the surface really well, but leave a small area near the blade 
where the WD-40 is not removed so well. 
Now, go through the entire process as if you were doing a project start to finish 
on scrap test piece(s).... 
Apply some shellac, to seal the surface- you are likely to see fish eyes, indicating 
that the shellac has not wetted the surface properly. This is the problem with 
silicons, WD and wet oils....
do the same for siliconized automotive wax...
putting these products on your moving parts, bits, blades and tools in general you
risk contaminating/ruining your project....

VOE...

be smart and get ahead of the game... completely remove all silicons, WD-40 and
wet oils/greases from the shop....
stop jeopardizing or putting your work at risk...... 

Finishing: Silicone Contamination 

using oils, greases, or anything sticky in the shop (even where it won't or can't 
touch wood). Those type products are dust magnets and will cause grief later. Any
lube on those parts must either be dry to start with or must become dry to the 
touch after application. 
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